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Snob’s Coffee Roastery, Somerset West

May 31st, 2020 - Snob’s Coffee Roastery, Somerset West
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May 22nd, 2020 - At the Coffee Snob, origin matters. Each and every crop of green Anic coffee is imported with care and roasted to perfection. Pick up and delivery? No short changing here. Either all our bags are a full pound of freshly roasted beans tailored to your preferred brewing method.

Are You A Coffee Snob, Aussie Mob

May 16th, 2020 - Are you a coffee snob? Do you take your coffee seriously? There are coffee shops all over the country, but ask any serious coffee snob for directions to their favorite coffee spot, and you are in for a treat. Snobs really do exist in all shapes and sizes, but no snob is more outrageously self-righteous than a coffee snob.
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May 31st, 2020 - To be honest, on a coffee snobberiness scale of 1 to 10, I'd say I'm only a 7.5, but you'll still probably hate me with total impunity. OK, so maybe I never went into debt buying a roasting machine...